No matter what kind of survey you are looking to carry out, fmfirst® Survey will be able to support it. This cloud-based application provides an efficient and cost-effective tool for creating and undertaking surveys of all types of complexities.

**Cloud-Based Survey Software**

- Optional DIY survey creation, completion and validation
- Ranging from simple yes/no responses to more complex conditional questions
- iOS, Android and Windows compatible with offline capability*
- Wide range of scoring options
*must be connected to internet for data uploading/downloading

**fmfirst® Survey**

Fully web-enabled and mobile compatible, fmfirst® Survey is designed to replace and simplify traditional time consuming and often error prone paper based systems. The ability to achieve fast and accurate data input enables more effective management control for organisations requiring the capture of key operational information. fmfirst® Survey can be used to support a wide range of topics, including but not limited to:

- Kitchen Conditions
- Infection Control
- Waste Management
- Fire Assessments
Cloud & Mobile

- Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows devices
- Work offline; undertake audits without the need for permanent internet connectivity*

*Internet connectivity required for the uploading/downloading of data.

Conditional Questions

Depending on answers given, subsequent questions can be set to change accordingly; this will help eliminate questions that do not apply to your current situation and vice versa.

Automated Reports

Reports are generated automatically after survey results submission to help identify failures and display them visually (i.e. graphs, tables, etc.)

Paper-free

Say goodbye to the pen and paper method! Have everything you need in one place and benefit from reduced data input and duplication error rates.

Data Integration

Whilst fmfirst® Survey was initially designed to operate as part of the fmfirst® Estates application, it also has the ability to operate as part of other back-end systems. As experienced software developers operating to ISO27001 & ISO9001 standards, we have the necessary skills and expertise to work across many development platforms; contact us on 0845 270 7747 to discuss your specific requirements.